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1.What is the role of urban area in the aim of reducing global warming? 
As 60% to 90% of global energy is consumed in urban areas, with about an equal share of CO2 
emissions, cities have a huge potential in tackling climate change. Moreover, cities can directly feel 
the impacts of climate change through increased heat and pollution. In particular, EU energy and 
climate change policies will affect many aspects of urban living from air quality, emissions reductions 
to energy consumption patterns.   
 
One of these is the EU’s target of at least 27% renewable energy (RES) consumption in 2030. As 
more than 90% of the new RES installed capacity will be integrated into local and regional networks, 
this may pose serious challenges for Europe’s grids in terms of voltage and congestion issues. The 
solution however implies that distribution system operators (DSOs) will need to make use of new 
flexibility and innovative ICT solutions, making them more fit to integrate the growing renewables 
shares. They will need to upgrade their networks with enhanced communication and automation, 
but also to introduce flexibility to local networks (demand-response, storage, aggregation).  
 
A second driver for change in cities is the EU Transport White Paper’s objective to halve emission in 
urban centres by 2050, and ban conventionally-fuelled cars from cities by 2050. With its potential for 
sustainability and reducing air pollution in cities, electro-mobility represents an ideal choice to 
making Europe’s urban transport system cleaner and more efficient. Electric vehicles (EVs) do not 
produce any emissions at the point of use, and even when considering those from the power plants 
(which are usually located far from urban areas) they have a much lower environmental impact.   
 
Nevertheless, equally important is their sustainable integration into Europe’s electricity grids. This 
needs to take account the volatile capacity of electricity distribution networks particularly at the 
local level where most of the EVs will be connected. Through the use of smart grids, EV drivers 
should be encouraged to charge their cars more intelligently in a way that avoids local grid 
congestions and enables them to benefit from lower electricity prices.   
 
As the operators of the distribution systems, DSOs are already supporting both markets by 
connecting and integrating RES and serving the charging infrastructure for EVs with energy. In some 
countries, they are even responsible for deploying the first recharging stations.  
 
2. Are micro-grids a necessary condition for sustainable territories? 
The EU’s RES targets also generated new trends in energy production and consumption at the local 
community level. Many households and business developers started to invest in their own 
distributed generation units, including domestic photovoltaic panels or wind turbines.  
 
A similar trend is starting to appear in electricity networks. Individuals and businesses with their own 
energy sources are increasingly considering to develop their own local grids, i.e. micro-grids. The 
shift to more micro-grids however does not necessarily contradict the trend of regionalisation. On 
the contrary, this change may happen simultaneously.  
 
Given the lack of a clear European framework, the development of micro-grids will have to rely on a 
variety of patchy national regulatory framework. Germany and Austria are first-movers, as they 
created specific laws for micro-grids encompassing residential customers. Germany counts more 



than 1,000 micro-grids. Countries with a few micro-grids and strong potential for growth are also 
developing their own frameworks, including the Netherlands, Italy and France. A last group includes 
countries where there are weak signs of growth, such as Spain or Portugal.  
While micro-grids can lead to cost savings opportunities for many companies and individual 
consumers, a contrary effect may be seen in the operation and cost of electricity grids, particularly in 
countries where tariffs are mainly volumetric. But they can also bring flexibility benefits to the grid 
such as frequency regulation or voltage control. In the future, the DSOs could also take care of the 
management and maintenance, as well as the operation of micro-grids.  
 
3. What are the most effective decision levels (States/Counties/Cities…)?  
Who are the main drivers of a change toward sustainability (public sector, enterprises, civil 
society…)?  
 
A change towards more sustainable areas, smart cities and smarter grids require a mix of policies, 
regulatory incentives, as well as education and information campaigns targeted at EU citizens.  
 
On the electricity grid side, enabling the transition towards more actively managed networks able to 
integrate the new forms of demand and supply should become a policy priority both at the EU and 
national levels. The current regulation incentivising DSOs to merely reinforce their grids is no longer 
fit to deliver on the innovation pace needed.  
 
By contrast, regulation must be reformed not only to incentivise innovation, but also to allow DSO to 
procure flexibility services from distributed generation, demand response or micro-grids.  Further, 
some degree of variability in the grid tariffs is also needed. Moving away from a DSO remuneration 
based on the number of connections and volume of electricity delivered to a model, which 
decouples revenues from energy could be one solution.  
 
At the same time, it is equally important for the distribution system operators and other energy 
stakeholders to engage customers to participate more actively in electricity markets. This will only 
be possible if appropriate incentives, technologies and demand-side flexibility will be offered.  
 
The gradual phasing out of fuel cars is not enough to achieving a cleaner, low-carbon sustainable 
transport. Policymakers across Europe should support stringent targets on CO2 emissions limits for 
cars, as part of a system approach to integrating electro-mobility in urban mobility. Local authorities 
across regional and national levels will be particularly responsible for fostering this steep change.  
 


